
 

 

THE MINUTE OF THE  LAST  MEETING HEARTS –TRIPOLIS / GREECE 

COMPUTER HOUSE –TRIPOLIS GREECE   was  the  host  for the LAST   meeting of The 
Hearts Project be 4 dates 27th and 30 th March, 2014. 
There were 3 partners that came to Greece : Italy , Turkey, Romania.  

• Romania attended with 9 participants  
• Italy with 4 participants 
• Turkey with 6  participants 
• Greece with 3 participants 

 

The partners associations for this Project are:  

Romania: Bucovina Guides Association, Suceava. 

Turkey: Bolu Halkın Eğitimini Geliştirme ve Destekleme Derneği, Bolu. 

Italy: AimNetwork, Ferrara  

Greece: Computer House, Tripolis 

Thursday 27 March 2014 

The participants arrived in  Tripolis .  

Friday 28 March 2014  

-The meeting started with the  welcoming  speech  of president of organisation Ms .Matina 
Paraschou and  the presentation. She spoke for the Arcadia area and gave some information 
of the town of Tripolis.  

- The Romanian coordinator,  Nicoleta  Loghin  gave a speech about what have been done so 
far and what will be done 

- The coordinator of Greece  project  talked about  the 
programme of the last  meeting. 
The Greek partner and the creator of Digital Literacy 
Course ,  Mrs. Christina Benopoulou presented the final 
version of the manual of Digital literacy. She explain in 
detail every step of D.L and answered  all questions 
about it. Before the coffee break, all participants had the 
chance to visit the class of elderly students and chat with 
them. 
 



 

We visited the CITY HALL and we 
had the oportunity to meet the 
Mayor of TRIPOLIS town and to talk 
with him about local  and european 
subjects. The Mayor explained to us 
how the city’s authorities support 
initiatives which have to do with 
european educational programs 

 

 

After the break The Turkish partner’s presented   the final  version of our common portfolio 
of the guide on good practices in arts and handcrafts. The presentation was made by Mrs 
Asli Akdemir because the Turkey coordinator Mesut  Arabacıoğlu couldn’t join us because of 
a serious  helth problem of his relative. The Turkish partner explain us about the title : “MY 
PAST IS MY FUTURE”-why they choose it  and which is its useful. Also she explained that 
NICOLETTA LONGIN the Romanian coordinator, choose the MOTIVO which   is decorated, 
She talked about the aims of the portofolio and explained that it is included  the research 
about the difference between young and eldery people as Italian partners introduced this 
research in HEARTS PROJECT. Finally, she  presented the two workshops of Turkey team. In 
this meeting we had the opportuninity to meet the new director of the school Mr. Mehmet 
Bayir who was very interested on the project.  First we visited  a pastry lab Workshop. All 
partners had the opportunity to wear special  professional aprons  and uniforms and took 
part at the preparation  of traditional Greek sweet .Mrs Evagelia Anargyrou and her dauther 
Bıki Anargirou and all the team   of “XARAS” PASTRY LAB” , with pleasure showed us the 
secrets of making a greek traditional pastry made of fyllo, sugar, walnuts and honey. At the 
end all partners got a sweet treat.  

  -       The next step was  the  lunch in the city centre. All the partners had a great time while 
tasting some traditional greek  food. 
After lunch we walked to the meeting  place and we had the 
chance to go sigtseeing of the city. 

- In the meeting place we continued the presantations.  
The first presentation was from the Italian partner, Dr. Maria 
Cristina Turola, responsible for the elaboration of the results of 
our common  research on the quality of the life. Dr. M.C. Turola 
presented the  final version with the final results elaborated by 
her and underlined the possibility to publish our common  



 

 
- research in a scientific journal as the work can meet all the premises  and the 

prerequisites to be published. 
Ms Maria Kavouri, also from AIMNetwork, presented us a new product an “e-learning  
DIGITAL PLATFORM”. This product was elaborated by the young people of “NETWORK 
REVOLUTION ” enterprise, who cooperate with AIMNetwork in ICT issues. She explained to 
us that the platform is like a website and gives the possibility for synchronous and 
asychronus teaching  useful for distance e-learning. Everyone can get an account  and can 
see what the teacher has uploaded (asynchronus learning) through the  digital blackboard is 
possible to have a sychronus face to face classroom. Then Mrs.Kavouri gave us some 
examples about the  platform and explain its facilities. Consequently the  Italian partners 
anunced  a proposal for a new project, under the Erasmus + programe, entitled   “ICT in 
HEARTS” which hopefully, will  be the sequel of “HEARTS”. 
 
The Romanian partner and the workshop of all countries. 
The Romanian coordinator explained about the workshop of painting eggs, a very interesting 
workshop in the area of Bucovina. These eggs are painted not only for Easter but for 
decoration as decorated items. The members of Bucovina Guides took part in this workshop 
and with the guidance of the teacher, they created painting eggs. 
Also show us the workshop of Italian partners, garden construction, which was very 
interesting and the Greek partner’s workshop was a “Ceramic” workshop and a “Taste and 
Photography” workshop. 
 
-  All  partners  presented  the dissemination of the project  and what they have done in their 
countries and what kind of disseminations they  did. 
- The Romanian partner firstly, they show us the dissemination reports. As far as the 
Romanian partner gave a presentation about the dissemination of the project (to be 
prepared a list of multimedia materials) and the workshop of all partner counties. Secondly, 
explain the evaluation of the internal staff involved in the mobility's and about the 
evaluation of the materials created in the frame of the project. 
 
After the presentation in the meeting place, two visits took place  
- First visit was at the Athlete Club of Tripolis where we had a discussion with the president 
of the local athletic team and we discuss about a future cooperation of the countries who 
were involved in this project based on the Erasmus Sports – this is something new, and the 
leader of this, the European Union,  gives a lot of importance.  
- Second visit was at the “Folk Art Museum”, a very interesting place and the partners had 
the chance to see old objects such as tools, household objects, paper documents, handmade 
beads etc. 
- Later on that night we had dinner at a local traditional restaurant with  live music band and 
the Mayor of the city was honored us with his presence.  
 
 
Saturday 29 March 2014 
In the second day of the meeting the coordinators  discussed about the future activities. The 
discussion was focused on internal and external evaluation and the Romanian coordinators 
explained us how can this evaluation can be done and  how the results can be exported. We  
 



 

 
also discussed about of the progress of the program “Hearts” and talked about partners’ 
tasks.  
Excursion to Mycenaes - A GREAT HISTORICAL PLACE 
http://odysseus.culture.gr/h/3/gh351.jsp?obj_id=2573 
“Visit Mycenae! Going up the Mycenae hill, you will arrive at the Mycenaean monumental 
gate of the fortification wall, the Lions Gate. Within the fortification wall, you will see the 
Palace of Mycenae and the underground water container, which was connected with natural 
sources in the area through an underground aqueduct. Do not forget to have your flashlight 
with you! At the bottom of the hill, you can visit the Archaeological Museum of Mycenae. 
Within easy reach, there lies the tomb of Agamemnon, which is still called the tomb of 
Agamemnon, even though it is now known that it does not belong to the legendary king of 
Mycenae, as people formerly believed. “ 

A tourist guide talked to us about the history of  the place and we visit the archailogical 
meseum which had unique exhibits  

 
 
Dinner was followed in Nafplion 
Certifications Awards 
A tour at the graphic city of Nafplion 
Back to Tripolis 
 

Sunday 30 March 2014  

DEPARTURE DAY 

http://odysseus.culture.gr/h/3/gh351.jsp?obj_id=2573

